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Tonight’s Topics

Professional Development
1. Planning with purpose
2. Cultivating a learning climate

School Improvement Planning



Professional Development Focus:
FIT Teaching

Intentional and Targeted Teaching: 
A Framework for Teacher Growth and Leadership

Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, & Stephanie Hite





Planning with Purpose: Major Concepts

Learning intentions and progressions
Transfer goals, themes, & language learning

Evidence of Learning
Success criteria and evidence collection

Meaningful Learning
Designing aligned experiences and differentiation



Quotes from learners...
“I think the idea of transfer goals is incredibly important, especially in the current 
culture of high stakes testing and accountability. It's easy to get hyper-focused on 
specific standards and lose sight of the fact that in the end, we are trying to 
produce thoughtful and productive citizens, not just students who learned and 
mastered a particular set of skills.” Anne Hardy, PFE

“Essential learning begins with an initial display/vision of the final product/concept, 
then progresses from the basic, fundamental elements forward through to the end 
functional thought or idea.” Greg Carter, RMS



Quotes from learners...
“Clear success criteria should be shaped by the purpose of the lesson. I like the 
author's description of starting with the end in mind OR backwards planning. 
Students should know on the front end how that success will be determined.” 
April Gaydosh, BES

“Clear success criteria will help the students and teachers know exactly what the 
assessment will look like and what the learning expectations will be. The success 
criteria will help teachers know if their students have successfully mastered the 
intended learning goal.” Missy Ellenberger, PFE



Cultivating a 
Learning Climate







School Improvement Planning





PLAN
June: Met with school leaders and SIP chairs to discuss basic timeline and draft of 
goal form

Summer: Schools gathered information and began the process

August-September: Gather team, review data, and begin drafting the plan

October: Receive feedback on plan, refine plan, and add to plan

November/Early December: Complete plan and conduct a vote

December 19: Completed plans presented to BOE for approval



DO
After approval, coaching and support is provided while the plan is implemented

Teams/Schools work their plan (action steps in the DO section)

At least 2 coaching sessions provided in the spring to check progress
and offer support

Summer/Fall brings data analysis and measuring progress







STUDY & ACT

Fall 2017 kicks off the beginning of the second cycle of improvement (year 2) with 
analysis of progress and determining what was learned over the past year

SWOT analysis, Needs assessment, and so on

Teams make refinements and changes for the second year

Teams begin work on their second cycle of improvement focused on the overall 
goal for improvement

End point is December 2018 (new plan generated, based off of progress on 
previous plan)




